DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
PLANNING COMMITTEE
FOR DECISION

3rd February 2015
Book 2

Ladies and Gentlemen,
The plans in this report have been submitted for approval under the Town and
Country Planning Acts.
All County Council Matters are “Delegated” to the Committee for comment and
cannot be moved “Non-Delegated” (Minute No. 244, 20th July, 1992).
All other applications in this report are also “Delegated” but can be moved “NonDelegated” by a Member of the Committee under the terms adopted for the Scheme of
Delegation approved by Council, 16th May, 1994. Any such motion needs to be
accepted by a majority of Members of the Committee present (Council, 8th August,
1995). All applications left as delegated will be decided by the Committee and will not
be subject to confirmation by Council.
The application plan numbers also refer to files for the purposes of background
papers.

Jason Hipkiss
Development Services Manager
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2014/0805

Mr T Bowe

Mr B Hatton
BHA Trees Ltd

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Dalton North Dalton and
Newton Parish Council

Jennifer Dickinson
01229 876375

14/11/2014
STATUTORY DATE:
08/01/2015

LOCATION:
27 Skelgate, Dalton-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Application to fell sycamore tree subject of Tree Preservation Order 2014 No. 4
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:
No specific policies.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
A Tree Preservation Order was served in October 2014 as a result of an application to fell
the tree in a Conservation Area. The application is again to fell the tree however
supporting documentation has been received to show the detrimental impact that the tree
is having in close proximity to a listed Building.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised in the local press and on site expiring 22.12.14. The occupiers of
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 8a, 10, 12, 14, 27, 29 and Townhead, Skelgate, Dalton in Furness all
informed. No representations received.
CONSULTATIONS:
Dalton with Newton Town Council
“No objections”.
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OFFICERS REPORT:
1. SITE AND LOCALITY
The tree is positioned in the side garden which is addressed as 27 Skelgate but is
immediately adjacent to a barn which belongs to 3 Skelgate.
2. PROPOSAL DETAILS
The proposal is to fell a sycamore tree subject to a Tree Preservation Order.
3. RELEVANT HISTORY
2014/0527 – Notice of intention to fell sycamore tree in a Conservation Area
4. RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDANCE
No specific policies
5. PLANNING ISSUES
The reason for the application is due to the damage that the tree is causing to the
adjoining property, which is a grade II listed building. Evidence has been provided by the
applicant of costs in excess of £15,000 for works which have been necessary so far due to
the damage caused by the tree. These are in relation to replacement of the barn roof,
mains sewer pipe renewal within the ground of the house and associated driveway repair
works. Additional works to the cellar walls below the house have also been carried out.
This situation has been compounded by the difference in ground levels with the tree
positioned higher than the adjacent house resulting in the roots being relatively shallow
within the house curtilage and thus interfering with the water pipes and foundations.
In addition to this, the supporting information states that continued incremental growth of
the stem and primary roots will likely lead to future structural damage to the stone building
and nearby walls which is assumed to relate to the adjoining barn.
Under the Town and Country Planning (Tree Preservation)(England) Regulations 2012
Part 6 Regulation 24, compensation is entitled to be claimed by a landowner where loss or
damage has been caused or incurred as a consequence of the refusal of any consent
required under the regulations.
The evidence provided by the applicant and the likelihood of future structural issues arising
that will affect a Listed building is a significant consideration. In the current situation, it is
highly likely that in future there is the potential for a compensation claim against the
Council which could prove difficult to defend.
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6. CONCLUSION
The evidence and potential for costs to the Council are a significant consideration. Whilst
the loss of the tree is regrettable I consider that the evidence of previous damage from the
roots and the likely future impact upon the listed building are sufficient justification for the
proposed recommendation. Granting consent and then not confirming the Order removes
the requirement placed upon the owner by section 211 to reapply to fell the tree as it is in a
conservation area.

RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that:
A. Permission to fell the tree is GRANTED subject to the following condition:
Condition 1
A replacement tree, the species and position of which must be agreed in writing with the
Planning Authority, must be planted within an appropriate period also to be agreed in
writing with the Planning Authority prior to the commencement of the works.
Reason
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area, due to the sites conservation area
status and its prominent location within the street scene.
B. That the Tree Preservation Order should not be confirmed.
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2014/0792

Mr J Marsden
JD Wetherspoons PLC

Harrison Ince

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Hindpool

Barry Jesson
01229 876323

10/11/2014
STATUTORY DATE:
12/01/2015

LOCATION:
The Furness Railway, Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Change of use from vacant former retail space to allow extension of existing public
house on ground floor and creation of a 50 bedroom hotel with rooms on ground, first
and second floors including minor external changes.
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:
Policy D15
Development within or affecting the setting of Conservation Areas will only be permitted
where it preserves or enhances the character or appearance of the Area. In particular it
should:
1.

Respect the character of existing architecture and any historical associations by
having due regard to positioning and grouping of buildings, form, scale, enclosure,
detailing and use of traditional materials.

2.

Respect existing hard and soft landscape features including open space, trees,
walls and surfacing.

3.

Respect traditional plot boundaries and frontage widths; and

4.

Respect significant views into or out of the Areas.

Applications for:
a)

Listed Building Consent

b)

Planning consent for alterations to un-listed buildings within Conservation Areas or
new buildings affecting the setting of a Listed Buildingmust show full details unless
otherwise agreed with the Planning Authority.
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Policy D17
Applications for the re-use of empty Listed Buildings or prominent buildings in
Conservation Areas will be given favourable consideration provided the redevelopment will
not result in the significant loss of the property’s special architectural details or its historic
fabric.
Policy D21
In determining all applications submitted to it the local planning authority will have regard
to the General Design Code set out in paragraph 5.4.28 of this plan.
In towns and villages, proposals shall relate to the context provided by buildings, street
and plot patterns, building frontages, topography, established public views, landmark
buildings and other townscape elements. Proposals that do not respect the local context
and street pattern or the scale, height, proportions and materials of surrounding buildings
and development which constitutes over development of the site by virtue of scale, height
or bulk will not be permitted, unless there is specific justification, such as interests of
sustainability, energy efficiency or crime prevention.
Development proposals in the countryside shall respect the diversity and distinctiveness of
local landscape character. New farm buildings will, in general, be required to be sited
within or adjacent to an existing farm building complex or in other well screened locations
and to be subject to a complementary design and use of materials, with, where necessary,
a ‘planting’ scheme.
Policy E9
All development should provide for its car parking requirements. However, within the
Barrow town centre block (indicated in Proposals map 4 and where A15, B7, C5, C6 & C7
apply) private parking provision will not be required on-site for residential or commercial
development. Parking within that area will only be available on-street or within publicly
provided off-street areas. This may require the payment of commuted sums towards the
cost of publicly provided parking in lieu of on-site parking provision. Development
proposals in the Barrow town centre block will further be considered having regard to the
level of public transport provision in the area and any improvements to that provision
proposed by developers.
Policy G20
Applications to provide improved or additional good quality hotel/visitor accommodation or
new visitor attractions will be approved where:
a)

The landscape can absorb the proposal without detracting from its overall
character;

b)

They would be unlikely to cause serious disturbance to nearby residents;

c)

They meet the Authority’s adopted Parking Guidelines and are served by roads of
adequate capacity, will not generate significant, unacceptable additional traffic and
are capable of being served by public transport; and
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d)

They meet all the other Policy criteria of this Plan.

Policy D59
Noise sensitive development such as housing, schools and care homes will not be
permitted in locations where it is likely that exposure to high noise levels would occur, both
at present and in the future.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
Hotels are town centre uses and this is located within the town centre. The hotel and
extended pub will make full use of the building, the upper floors of which are currently
vacant. The town centre location, proximity to public car parks and access to public
transport outweigh the objection received from Cumbria Highways.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised on site
CONSULTATIONS:
Estates
“No Comments”
Cumbria Highways
“The Highway Authority considers that, in the absence of adequate designated parking
space, the proposed development would be likely to result in vehicles being parked on the
county highway in such a way as to create conditions detrimental to both the free flow of
traffic and road safety.
The Parking Guidelines in Cumbria advises on the parking provision required under Use
Class C1: Hotels. In this instance, a total parking provision of 60no. car parking spaces
(including 3no. disabled parking spaces), 3no. motorcycle parking spaces and 6no. pedal
cycle sparking spaces, are considered necessary to adequately accommodate the scope
of the proposed development.”
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Office for Nuclear Regulation
“For planning application B20/2014/0792, ONR will base its advice on the Duty Holder's
response on Nuclear Emergency planning.
FAO Emergency planners
Do you have any adverse comments on the above application & can it be accommodated
into the Off-site Emergency Plan. As the deadline from the Council is tomorrow, 11th
December, I would appreciate it if you could provide a response as soon as you are able
to do so.”
Cumbria CC, Fire and Rescue
“Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above planning application. Apologies
for the delay in replying. This response from Cumbria County Council Resilience Unit
relates to emergency planning arrangements in the unlikely event of an incident occurring
at BAE Systems maritime submarine facilities
Part of the BAE site is covered by the provision of the Radiation (Emergency
Preparedness and Public Information) 2001 Regulations. There are no objections to the
proposed development but it should be noted that the proposed development is situated
within 2km range of the site and in liaison with the site operator and in liaison with the
Office for Nuclear Regulation special arrangements are made for residents/business
premises in this area and particular attention is paid to ensuring that people are aware of
the appropriate action to take in the event of an incident at the site. Accordingly I would
be grateful if you could, in the event of the application being approved, advise the
applicant to liaise with this office to allow for further discussion. Thank you for your
assistance. “
Cumbria County Council Resilience Unit Fire and Rescue Service HQ
“There are no comments on this application to amend original application B20/2014/0792.
(Furness Railway Abbey Road Barrow in Furness)”
ONR
“ONR does not advise against this development.”
Cumbria Highways
“I write to advise you that, we do not consider the proposal to be a Category 1 Application.
Therefore, the County Council will not be responding from a strategic planning
perspective.
As the issues will principally relate to Highways & Transport, I have asked respective
County Council colleagues to respond to you directly on this occasion.”
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United Utilities
“With reference to the above planning application, United Utilities wishes to draw attention
to the following as a means to facilitate sustainable development within the region.
Drainage Comments
In accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Building Regulations, the
site should be drained on a separate system with foul draining to the public sewer and
surface water draining in the most sustainable way.
Building Regulation H3 clearly outlines the hierarchy to be investigated by the developer
when considering a surface water drainage strategy. We would ask the developer to
consider the drainage options in the following order of priority:
a)
an adequate soak away or some other adequate infiltration system, (approval must
be obtained from local authority/building control/Environment Agency); or, where that is not
reasonably practicable
b)
a watercourse (approval must be obtained from the riparian owner/land drainage
authority/Environment Agency); or, where that is not reasonably practicable
c)

a sewer (approval must be obtained from United Utilities)

To reduce the volume of surface water draining from the site we would promote the use of
permeable paving on all driveways and other hard-standing areas including footpaths and
parking areas.
Drainage Conditions
United Utilities will have no objection to the proposed development providing specific
conditions are included in any planning permission granted. These conditions are as
follows:•
Prior to commencement of development, details for how foul and surface water
shall be drained on a separate system shall be submitted to the local planning authority
and approved in writing. The development shall be completed in accordance with the
approved details.
•
Prior to the commencement of development, a scheme for surface water and foul
water drainage (inclusive of how the scheme shall be maintained and managed after
completion) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Surface water from the site should be discharged into the surface water sewer. No part of
the development shall be occupied until the drainage scheme has been constructed in
accordance with the approved details. The development shall be completed, maintained
and managed in accordance with the approved details.
I would be grateful if you could forward a copy of the suggested conditions for our
comment.
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The applicant can discuss further details of the site drainage proposals with Developer
Engineer, Josephine Wong, by email at wastewaterdevloperservices@uuplc.co.uk. Any
further information regarding Developer Services and Planning visit our website at
http://www.unitedutilities.com/builders-developers.aspx.
Water Comments
A separate metered supply to each unit will be required at the applicant's expense and all
internal pipe work must comply with current water supply (water fittings) regulations 1999.
Should this planning application be approved, the applicant should contact our Service
Enquiries on 0845 746 2200 regarding connection to the water mains or public sewers.
General comments
It is the applicant's responsibility to demonstrate the exact relationship between any United
Utilities assets and the proposed development. United Utilities offer a fully supported
mapping service and we recommend the applicant contact our Property Searches Team
on 0870 751 0101 to obtain maps of the site.
Due to the public sewer transfer, not all sewers are currently shown on the statutory sewer
records, if a sewer is discovered during construction; please contact a Building Control
Body to discuss the matter further.”
Environmental Health
“Noise from the development, in particular ventilation, extraction, air conditioning
condensers, plant and equipment, must not exceed Noise Rating Curve NR 30 in daytime
hours (0700 - 2300) and NR 25 in night time hours (2300 - 0700) in any noise sensitive
property.”
OFFICERS REPORT:
1. SITE AND LOCALITY
The property, currently occupied by the Furness Railway public house (ground floor) is a
large imposing three storey Victorian building, prominently located on the corner of Dalton
Road & Abbey Road. In terms of scale and design it matches the other properties along
this side of Abbey Road with ornate gables and decorative sandstone detailing contrasting
with the smooth red brickwork. Whilst not listed, the building is within the Central Barrow
Conservation Area, as designated in 1981.
The site is located within an area defined by the Local Plan as ‘Mixed areas around the
town centre’. The site is primarily surrounded by commercial uses, though there are
dwellings to the southwest on Coulton Street. A public car park is also present on
Whittaker Street. The site is well served by public transport with several bus routes along
Abbey Road, a bus stop immediately to the front of the building, and the train station only
300m away.
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2. PROPOSAL DETAILS
Change of use from vacant former retail space to allow extension of the existing public
house on the ground floor and the creation of a 50 bedroom hotel with rooms on ground,
first and second floors including minor external changes. The proposal was amended
during validation, consisting of a reduction in bedrooms from 52 to allow a small expansion
of the public house into a currently unoccupied section of the ground floor.
3. RELEVANT HISTORY
The building was originally the Co-Operative department store, constructed in the late 19th
Century (earliest Building control records dating back to 1887). Having traded for over 100
years, the store closed in 1996, and was subsequently converted to a public house, which
remains today.
1997/0827 – Change of use from retail (A1) to public house (A3), approved. No
restrictions were placed on operating hours.
1996/0523 – Whittaker Street - Change of use to car park, approved.
4. RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDANCE
The Saved local plan policies as listed above give detailed guidance on encouraging the
full use of prominent buildings within conservation areas including external treatment.
Where a site is close to car parks and public transport routes there is no requirement to
provide on site parking.
The NPPF recognises that development that is sustainable should be approved without
delay and it acknowledges the importance of good design.
Paragraph 23 states that where town centres are in decline, local planning authorities
should plan positively for their future to encourage economic activity, whilst Para 24 states
that town centre uses should only be subject to a sequential test if located outside of the
centre – the glossary for main town centre uses lists tourism development including hotels.
In terms of heritage, the NPPF states one of the 12 core planning principles is to “conserve
heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed
for their contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations.”
Chapter 12 of the NPPF covers conserving and enhancing the historic environment.
Paragraph 131 states: In determining planning applications, local planning authorities
should take account of:
• the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and
putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;
• the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to sustainable
communities including their economic vitality; and
• the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local character and
distinctiveness
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Para 132 states: when considering the impact of a proposed development on the
significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s
conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should be.
In terms of the law the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
provides specific protection for buildings and areas of special architectural or historic
interest. Any decisions relating to conservation areas must address the statutory
considerations of the Act, in particular Section 72 as well as satisfying the relevant policies
in the NPPF and the Local Plan.
5. PLANNING ISSUES
The upper floors of the building are currently unoccupied, as is a small section of the
ground floor. This is clearly an inefficient use of the building, particularly one which makes
an important contribution to the conservation area. Both local and national policy
encourage the active re-use of vacant buildings, given this is a more sustainable approach
than a new build. As such, the proposal consists of two elements; a small extension to the
public house and redevelopment of the remainder as a hotel.
The extension of the public house on ground level raises no issues – the location is
already established and the opening hours are controlled by licensing. In that sense the
small addition will make little noticeable difference. The town centre location is the
preferred locale, given hotels fall into the main town centre use category as defined in the
NPPF, which encourages the provision of tourist facilities to support town centres. In
addition, the redevelopment of this building has the potential to contribute to the
regeneration of this end of Dalton Road, which has seen a number of store closures in
recent years. The NPPF places great emphasis on ensuring the vitality of town centres
and development such as this can make a significant contribution, in addition to securing a
long term future for the distinctive building. In addition the application form states the
equivalent of 20 full time jobs will be supported by the development, contributing to
economic growth in the town. Saved Policy G20 encourages hotel/visitor accommodation,
subject to a list of criteria (reproduced above). All of these are met, though parking is
discussed in detail later in this report.
The layout is such that minimal structural alterations are required by virtue of working
around the main existing internal walls and creating partitions accordingly. Lift shafts will
be created to ensure access to all levels; no external alterations are shown as a result of
this. As such, only limited external works are proposed; new windows are to be added in
the rear elevation, referred to as sash type windows on the plans. Some are not sash as
they are shown as single pane windows; however this arrangement suits the proportions of
these particular openings which are not particularly large; a sliding sash window would
look somewhat contrived. The annotation suggests the remainder are not true sliding sash
windows either. However, given the location on a modern 1970’s addition the rear
elevation, which is secondary, both visually due to modern additions and in terms of its
contribution to the conservation area, the windows are considered acceptable. A matching
white gloss finish to match the remainder is to be required by condition. This approach will
preserve the character of the conservation area.
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To the front elevation, a currently boarded up section which originally formed an entrance
to the department store is to be reinstated. Much of the original ground floor elevation has
been replaced during the conversion to the pub, and it is proposed to continue that style
and use of traditional materials into this uncovered section. The resulting appearance will
be an improvement by removing the boards and in turn the dead frontage which is
currently on display. As such, this reinstatement of the frontage, albeit in a non-original
form, will enhance the conservation area. It should be noted that the frontage underwent
much change during its years as the department store; having inspected the site from
inside, the boarded up entrance is of aluminium construction likely installed in the 1970’s.
The main issue relates to an objection/comments received by Cumbria Highways, who
have stated a minimum of 60 off-road spaces are required to make the development
acceptable. However, this contradicts saved policy E9 which states that within the Barrow
town centre private parking provision will not be required for commercial development
such as this. As already established, hotels are regarded as a town centre use, and this is
a town centre location. In line with the policy, there is no requirement to provide parking
spaces. Discussions with the agent reveal that the applicant’s business model
encourages customers to use public car parks, furthermore there is excess capacity within
the public car parks to enable overnight parking by hotel customers.
Saved policies only carry weight where they accord with the NPPF. As detailed in the
policy section above, great emphasis is placed on ensuring the vitality and viability of town
centres. Policy E9 contributes to this goal as there would be little chance of town centre
development, and indeed little sense of a town centre, if off-road parking had to be
provided in every case as there is insufficient land to provide for all developments. Whilst
accepting some guests will need to park vehicles, a public car park is located directly to
the rear. This was created in 1997 with the intention of encouraging the use of the town
centre and further development to support the upper part of Dalton Road when Portland
Walk was opened. The car park is ideally placed for this purpose, as are the nearby links
to public transportation. A loading bay is present to the rear on High Street for servicing;
this could be extended if necessary with the relevant permissions under the Highways Act.
Drainage is stated as simply connecting to the main sewer, as per the existing building.
United Utilities have requested full details of the proposed scheme be submitted, and as
such, a condition requiring drainage to be on a separate system has been attached.
6. CONCLUSION
The proposed development is within the town centre and will make full use of the 3 storey
building, which at present occupies less than 1/3 of the available space, discounting the
basement. Whilst no parking spaces are provided, links to public transport and existing
public car parks ensure a sustainable use which will promote economic growth with up to
20 equivalent full time jobs being created. Making active use of the building will hopefully
secure a long term future for the building which makes an important contribution to the
Conservation Area and to the overall streetscene.
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RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that;
Planning permission be GRANTED subject to the standard duration limit and the following
conditions:
2) The development must be carried out in accordance with the plans (drawing numbers
AL01 A, AL02 A, AV01 A, AL03, AS01, AS02, AS03, AS04) hereby approved as submitted
with the application form dated 26.11.14.
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
3) Drainage must be on the separate system with all foul drainage connected to the foul
sewers and only uncontaminated surface water connected to the surface water system.
Reason
In order to ensure that the site is adequately drained and in order to control the potential
for pollution of the water environment.
4) New windows are limited to the rear elevation only and shall be designed and located
as shown on drawing number AV01 A, and shall be of hardwood timber construction with a
white gloss finish, and thereafter permanently maintained.
Reason
In order to safeguard the special architectural or historic interest of the building.
5) The extended front elevation of the public house and hotel reception shall be of
hardwood timber construction and of a colour to match the existing Abbey Road frontage
as shown on drawing number AV01 A.
Reason
To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development, and to minimise its impact upon
the surrounding conservation area.
6) Noise from the development, in particular ventilation, extraction, air conditioning
condensers, plant and equipment, must not exceed Noise Rating Curve NR 30 in daytime
hours (0700 - 2300) and NR 25 in night time hours (2300 - 0700) in any adjacent noise
sensitive property.
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Reason
In order to minimise the potential for noise pollution and thereby conforming to Saved
policy D58 of the Barrow Local Plan 1996-2006.
7) Notwithstanding the plans hereby approved, the clock located at first floor level on the
front (Abbey Road) elevation must be permanently retained in a structurally safe condition,
as part of the re-developed building.
Reason
In order to safeguard the special architectural or historic interest of the building.
Informative
1) Care should be taken when selecting the hardwood timber for the windows to ensure it
is suitable/capable of accepting a gloss finish.
2) The proposed development is situated within a 2km range of the BAE site which is
covered by the provisions of the Radiation (Emergency Preparedness and Public
Information) 2001 Regulations. In liaison with the site operator and the Office for Nuclear
Regulation special arrangements are made for residents/business premises in this area
and particular attention is paid to ensuring that people are aware of the appropriate action
to take in the event of an incident at the site. You are advised to contact Cumbria County
Council Resilience Unit, Fire and Rescue Service HQ, Carleton Avenue, Penrith, CA 10
2FA for further information.
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2014/0836
2014/0835

Mr N Rawlings Baros Trading
Ltd

Mr A Coulton
Cenergist Ltd

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Barrow Island

Maureen Smith
01229 876414

27/11/2014
STATUTORY DATE:
01/02/2015

LOCATION:
Ship Street, Sloop Street, Brig Street and Barque Street, Barrow-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Listed Building Consent and planning permission for the installation of a bio-mass and
back up gas communal heating system to four tenement blocks (Sloop Street, Ship
Street, Brig Street, Barque Street) including the erection of two full height brick flues
to Sloop Street elevation.
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:
POLICY D15
Development within or affecting the setting of Conservation Areas will only be permitted
where it preserves or enhances the character or appearance of the Area. In particular it
should:
1.

Respect the character of existing architecture and any historical
associations by
having due regard to positioning and grouping of buildings, form, scale, enclosure,
detailing and use of traditional materials;

2.
3.

Respect existing hard and soft landscape features including open space, trees,
walls and surfacing;
Respect traditional plot boundaries and frontage widths; and

4.

Respect significant views into or out of the Areas.

Applications for:
a)

Listed Building Consent; or

b)

Planning consent for alterations to un-listed buildings within Conservation Areas or
new buildings affecting the setting of a Listed Building

must show full details unless otherwise agreed with the Planning Authority.
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POLICY D18
Alterations and additions to a Listed Building or those properties affected by the Article
Four Direction will not be permitted if they adversely affect its character and setting or its
architectural or historic features. In particular, the following alterations are likely to be
unacceptable, particularly where they pose a conflict with the traditions of the building type
or the area;
a)

The use of non-traditional roofing materials;

b)

The use of uPVC or aluminium or other non-traditional materials or styles for
windows and doors;

c)

Pebble-dashing, or rendering of any type where this would result in the loss of
features such as stone-work or ornamental brickwork;

d)

The removal of any special features such as ornamental ironwork, carved
stonework or brickwork, etc; and

e)

The use of uPVC gutters and downspouts.

POLICY D45
Proposals for energy generation projects that rely on renewable resources will be
approved within the Local Plan area where they meet established best practice criteria and
the energy generation and other benefits outweigh the environmental impact, particularly if
they help to meet the Authority’s target for the proportion of its energy needs to be
generated from renewable sources.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
The impact of the proposal on the listed buildings and the setting of the conservation area
and any impact on residential amenity and air quality.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised on site and in the local press and the following neighbours have
been notified:
The Occupiers 1g, 13f, 1d, 1f and 13c Sloop Street, Barrow-in-Furness
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The Occupier, 31 James Watt Terrace, Barrow-in-Furness
“I strongly object to the planning application appertaining to Bio-mass plans to the
tenement plots on Barrow Island. The reasons are set out below:
1. Lack of Consultation with the residents of Barrow Island.
2. No public meeting to debate the proposals.
3. The sighting of new chimney stacks to each end of Sloop Street, which is a graded
listing street.
4. The possible health problems that may arise from this application.
This Bio-mass application affects every household on Barrow Island, and not just the flats
in Sloop Street, Ship Street, Barque Street and Brig Street.”
The Occupier, 30 Ramsden Dock Road, Barrow-in-Furness
“My objection to the pending application is the building are listed grade2 and are with a
conservation area _ by adding chimneys to the external structure is not allowed as its
altering the external structure- also I believe there could be an issue re noise levels when
the heating systems are fired up as it will / could affect my quality of life. I see the whole
application as an insult to the local community as these building have been neglected for
more than 10 years and that short term profit is the only reason for installing these types of
systems re RHo green re payments to the new owners and not be of any benefit if new
tennents move in bearing in mind they 80% empty.”

CONSULTATIONS:
Historic Environment Officer
“I am writing to thank you for consulting me on this application and to confirm that I do not
have any objection and not wish to make any comments or recommendations.”
English Heritage
“The above site incorporates several of the grade II and II* listed tenement blocks in the
Barrow Island Conservation Area. The buildings are significant due to their architecture
and formal layout, designed by Paley and Austin, and the historic associations with the
shipyard development in Barrow.
The proposals aim to upgrade the thermal performance and energy efficiency of the
buildings by installing biomass boilers. Two vacant rear office spaces will be converted
to boilers rooms and new brick flues will be added to the the rear elevations.
The proposals will have a modest impact on the rear elevations, with the proposed
additional chimneys being constructed in matching brickwork. In our view the proposals
will not harm the historic and architectural significance of the listed buildings and will
bring the benefits of energy efficiency.
We therefore support the proposals.”
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Environmental Health
“Noise from the boiler plant and associated equipment must not exceed Noise Rating
Curve NR 30 in daytime hours (0700 - 2300) and NR 25 in night time hours (2300 - 0700)
in any noise sensitive property.
Deliveries of fuel pellets should be limited to day-time hours
Further details have been requested from the applicant regarding air quality - response to
be forwarded at a later date.”
Building Control
“Building Regulation Approval required - No comments”
Environmental Health – 21.1.15
“This department had requested further information from the developer with regards to the
Bio-Mass heating system specification. I can confirm that this has been submitted and I
am now in a position to comment further.
In order to further protect the environment and reduce air quality impacts, I would
recommend that the following condition is imposed:
1.
Before any development begins, an air quality assessment using dispersion
modelling shall be carried out and submitted to the local authority to demonstrate that the
stack height(s) of the biomass boilers is sufficient to prevent emissions having a significant
negative impact on the air quality objectives for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate
matter (PM10). This assessment will also include cumulative effects from both proposed
199kW biomass units on site and a proposed Biomass Plant 650 meters to the South East
[320213E, 467629N] under Planning Application B28/2014/9009.
2.
Where emissions are shown to result in an increase a full discussion of any
potential breaches of air quality criteria shall be provided and an outline of how emissions
will be mitigated”.
OFFICERS REPORT:
1. SITE AND LOCALITY
The proposal relates to a series of tenement blocks on Sloop Street, Ship Street, Barque
Street and Brig Street on Barrow Island. The tenement buildings are laid out in a
rectangular grid pattern with Steamer Street and Sloop Street overlooking the main roads
Island Road and Ramsden Dock Road. Barque Street and Brig Street face each other
across a strip of land currently used for informal car parking and housing a small substation. There are two green areas between the backs of ship Street and Barque Street
and the backs of Brig Street and Schooner Street. Members will recall that planning
consent was recently granted for environmental improvement works to the amenity space,
new paving and bin storage areas (2014/0429).
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The blocks are residential rental properties, although there is currently only about a 20%
uptake with the majority being vacant. The Sloop Street block is Grade II * listed, with Ship
Street, Barque Street and Brig street being Grade II listed. They were constructed between
1881-1884, designed by renowned architects Paley and Austin and constructed by Smith
and Caird of Dundee to house workers of the Barrow Iron Shipbuilding Co.
The tenements also fall within the Barrow Island Conservation Area (2007). Tenement
blocks are very rare in England, being more associated with Scottish cities such as
Glasgow and Dundee.
2. PROPOSAL DETAILS
The proposal is to install a biomass-led district heating system with gas auxiliary back-up
to serve a total of 320 flats in four co-located tenement buildings: Sloop Street, Ship
Street, Brig Street and Barque Street.
The proposed district heating system involves:
-Conversion of two commercial units at either end of the Sloop Street tenement building to
two separate boiler rooms to house biomass boilers, pellet stores and gas back-up boilers;
-Installation of external biomass and gas flues to the rear of sloop Street (two sets of flues,
one for each boiler house.)The flues are to be positioned to the rear of the existing
chimney stacks. The flues are to be clad in brick to match the existing building.
-Connection of the two Sloop Street boiler rooms to the gas network.
-Installation of three underground pipework connections between Sloop Street and the
other buildings.(Boiler House 1 is to connect to Ship Street and Barque Street; Boiler
House 2 is to connect to Brig Street.)
-Installation of wet radiators and pipework in 320 flats.
Pre-application advice was sought from English Heritage who advised that the preference
would be for a new independent chimney rather than extending an extant chimney
outwards which in their view would have looked ungainly.
3. RELEVANT HISTORY
2014/0429-Refurbishment of the public realm including hard and soft landscaping, public
art, new street furniture and traffic management measures.
4. RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDANCE
The NPPF acknowledges that one of the 12 core planning principles is to :
“conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can
be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations.”
Another core principle is to :
“always seek to secure high quality design and a good standard of amenity for all existing
and future occupants of land and buildings;”
whilst another is:
“to support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate, taking full account of
flood risk and coastal change, and encourage the reuse of existing resources, including
conversion of existing buildings, and encourage the use of renewable resources (for
example, by the development of renewable energy);”
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Paragraph 131 states:
“In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of:

the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and
putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation;

the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; “
Paragraph 132 recognises that “Significance can be harmed or lost through alteration or
destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting. As heritage assets are
irreplaceable, any harm or loss should require clear and convincing justification.”
Paragraph 134 states “Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial
harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed
against the public benefits of the proposal, including securing its optimum viable use.”
In terms of renewable energy Paragraph 95 states:
“To support the move to a low carbon future, local planning authorities should:

plan for new development in locations and ways which reduce greenhouse gas
emissions;

actively support energy efficiency improvements to existing buildings; and

when setting any local requirement for a building’s sustainability, do so in a way
consistent with the Government’s zero carbon buildings policy and adopt nationally
described standards.”
Paragraph 98 states:
“When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should:

not require applicants for energy development to demonstrate the overall need for
renewable or low carbon energy and also recognise that even small-scale projects provide
a valuable contribution to cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and

approve the application18 if its impacts are (or can be made) acceptable. Once
suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy have been identified in plans, local
planning authorities should also expect subsequent applications for commercial scale
projects outside these areas to demonstrate that the proposed location meets the criteria
used in identifying suitable areas.”
The Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 provides specific
protection for buildings and areas of special architectural or historic interest. Paragraph 66
requires that for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local
planning authority or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have “special
regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special
architectural or historic interest which it possesses”. Paragraph 72 requires that for
conservation areas “special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the character or appearance of that area.”
5. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Biomass Energy Centre (run by The Forestry Commission) provides the following
information about Biomass:
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Biomass is a renewable, low carbon fuel that is already widely available throughout the
UK. Its production and use also brings additional environmental and social benefits.
Correctly managed, biomass is a sustainable fuel that can deliver a significant reduction in
net carbon emissions when compared with fossil fuels.
Correctly managed, biomass is a sustainable fuel that can offer a wide range of benefits:


Biomass is a “carbon lean” fuel producing a fraction of the Carbon emissions of
fossil fuels.



Biomass can be sourced locally, from within the UK, on an indefinite basis,
contributing to security of supply.



UK sourced biomass can offer local business opportunities and support the rural
economy.



The establishment of local networks of production and usage, allows financial and
environmental costs of transport to be minimized. There is no region in the UK that
cannot be a producer of biomass.



The use of biomass fuel provides an economic incentive to manage woodland
which improves biodiversity.



Many biomass fuels generate lower levels of such atmospheric pollutants as
sulphur dioxide, that contributes to 'acid rain'. Modern biomass combustion
systems are highly sophisticated, offering combustion efficiency and emission
levels comparable with the best fossil fuel boilers.



Biomass residues, arisings, co-products and waste not used for energy, or some
other application will usually rot. This will generate CO2 in any case, and may also
produce methane (CH4), a greenhouse gas 21 times more potent that CO2.

The use of biomass systems is expanding and there are several successful examples.
Barnsley’s Communal Biomass Heating System is the UK’s largest working example of a
process using wood arising from local woodland management to heat community housing.
The Council have received funding for the provision of a biomass heating system for 166
flats in three buildings in their area. This has resulted in a saving of 40% on heating costs
and 1300 tonnes of CO2 emissions, clean air, no soot and virtually no noise. Sheffield City
Council has also received funding this year to convert 6 tower blocks comprising 296 flats
to biomass.
The UK government has made legally binding international commitments to cut
greenhouse gas emissions. The Climate Change Act 2008 sets out a requirement to cut
emissions of greenhouse gases by 80% below 1990 levels, by 2050.To help drive this
reduction; the Government has recently introduced the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)
scheme. The scheme makes payments to businesses that switch to lo carbon heat
generations, such as Biomass. A range of other grants and incentives are also available.
Appendix A & B includes further background information on Biomass and Appendix C & D
include some examples of Biomass use; one in Barnsley and one at the Langdale Estate
in the National Park.
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6. PLANNING ISSUES
Principle of the development
The flats have a low occupancy rate and suffer from problems of damp and mould; they
are at risk of dereliction and the investment in the flats is welcomed. The modernisation
proposed should help to arrest the internal environmental issues and the proposed
investment in the external environment of the flats under Borough Council led proposals
should make the flats a much more attractive place to live. The NPPF recognises that
heritage assets need to be put to their optimum viable use in order to safeguard their
future. The preferred use is that to which the properties were designed and encouraging
fuller occupancy of the flats is to be welcomed.
The Heritage Statement acknowledges that the key benefits of the biomass system are:
“a significant reduction of tenant heating costs compared to electricity, increasing comfort
levels and reducing fuel poverty; improved heating of the entire property reducing
condensation, mould growth and respiratory illness ;reduced carbon dioxide emissions;
inward investment benefits through ECO and the renewable heat incentive; on-going local
employment from operation, maintenance and fuel delivery; increased disposable income
stimulating the local economy.” The proposal is considered to be acceptable in principle
and in line with heritage advice in the NPPF on encouraging the re-use of heritage assets.
Heritage issues
The properties are Grade II* and Grade II listed and also fall within the Conservation Area.
The relevant Act sets out a duty to ensure that special regard is given to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting and preserving or enhancing the character and
appearance of the area. External visual works are restricted to the provision of 2
flue/chimneys to the NW and SE gable units. The chimneys are 680mm by 1120mm in
plan terminating 3m above the ridge, to be constructed in matching brick with stainless
steel flue terminals. I do not believe that this element of the proposal is likely to cause
substantial harm to the listed building, nor the setting of the adjacent listed buildings, and
in terms of paragraph 134of the NPPF I feel that any harm can be weighed against the
undoubted public benefits of the proposal, including securing the optimum viable use of
the buildings. No objections have been received from any of the heritage consultees.
In terms of internal alterations, pipework distribution within the blocks will be via existing
cupboards (vertically) which align in the flats then distributed within the roof void. The
Heritage Statement recognises that modernisation has removed virtually all traces of the
original interiors of the flats. Utilising the relict pantry for the rising heating main will
preserve the plan of the flats.
The roof of the existing contemporary extension to the north east elevation of unit 13 is to
be raised to match that of unit 1. This is due to height requirements within the plant room
and to balance up the current uneven elevations. This will also involve the demolition of
some internal walls. The Heritage Statement suggests that the units have been fitted out
differently throughout their career and the changes will not impact on the historic building.
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Amenity issues
The level of amenity for the occupants of the flats should be improved by the provision of
the heating system. The flue will be constructed on the rear outrigger of the Sloop Street
block between two windows; one on the rear outrigger which serves bathrooms and is
obscure glazed and one on the principal rear wall of the Sloop Street block which serves a
cupboard, so there is little impact on amenity, outlook or daylight.
The boiler rooms were previously occupied by commercial uses, including a small
printers. It is not felt that the use of these units or the small increase in height of the roof of
unit 13 will have a detrimental impact on the amenity of adjacent residents. In addition, the
commercial uses will have generated deliveries and vehicular comings and goings. It is not
felt that the delivery of the biomass fuel will have a significant detrimental impact on
residential amenity.
Air quality
The emissions meet current legislation without the need for further abatement equipment.
The boiler is an exempt appliance under the Clean Air Act. The applicant has confirmed
that fuel will be in the form of pellets with very little ash dust created or issues of smell.
Further technical information has been requested by the Environmental Health Officers
and in response an air quality assessment condition has been attached.
Traffic
Winter fuel deliveries (worse case scenario) are typically every two weeks, with fewer
deliveries in the summer; ash emptying will take place typically every 2-4 weeks. A range
of delivery vehicles are available, including smaller vehicles. It is not felt that this level of
activity will be significantly greater than that which could exist on site if the commercial
units were in use and required deliveries or dis-similar to bin lorries already visiting the
flats. The applicants have been asked to confirm who will be responsible on site for day to
day maintenance, managing deliveries, emptying ash and so on. This information should
be available in time for the committee meeting.
Noise
Environmental Health officers have confirmed that they have no noise concerns about the
proposal subject to a condition being attached. The applicant’s agent has confirmed that
they have commissioned an architect familiar with listed buildings to devise sound proofing
for the plant rooms which does not adversely impact on the heritage asset. This can be
covered by condition.
Other
Building Regulations Part J: concerns combustion appliances and fuel storage systems,
and covers issues such as flues, hearths and fuel storage within the building.
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Policy
In terms of national policy, the proposal is in line with the Government’s aim of
encouraging renewable energy and the external works meet the NPPF definition of “less
than substantial harm.”
Policy D15 echoes the requirements of the Act to ensure that development within
conservation areas “preserves or enhances” them. Whilst there will be near and distant
views of the new chimney blocks I do not feel that they will detract from the character of
the conservation area and a condition is suggested to ensure an appropriate brick is used.
Policy D18 seeks to ensure that alterations to listed buildings do not affect their character,
setting or architectural or historic features. English Heritage has been involved in this
application from an early stage and I am happy that the proposal satisfies this policy and
the requirements under Paragraph 66 of the Act.
Policy D45 requires that energy generation projects which rely on renewable resources are
approved where they meet established best practice criteria and the energy generation
and other benefits outweigh the environmental impact.
7. CONCLUSION
The proposal brings substantial benefits to this part of Barrow Island and should help to
encourage fuller occupancy of the flats, which in turn helps to safeguard the future of the
listed buildings. The proposal is also in line with the Government’s aims of encouraging
renewable energy and reducing greenhouse gases. I do not feel that substantial harm to
the listed buildings will result in this case, however any modest harm can be justified in
terms of the public benefit of the proposal.
RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that;
A: listed building consent be GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration Limit and the
following conditions:
1) No work permitted by this consent shall take place until details of the proposed brick
bond; mortar mix specification and pointing technique have been provided to the
Planning Authority by means of a sample panel (which shall remain on site for the
duration of the development) and the Planning Authority has given written approval of
those details. The development shall be carried out using the approved details.
Reason
To ensure that the proposed works can be effected without detriment to the special
architectural and historic interest of the listed building.
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2) The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in accordance with
the hereby approved plans and drawings shown as 14050-M-100, 14050-M-101,
104050-M-102, 14050-M-103, 14050-M-104, 14050-M-105, 14050-M-106, 14050-M107, HUB120.01, HUB120.02 REV A, HUB120.03, HUB120.04, HUB120.05 Rev A,
HUB120.06, HUB120.07, HUB120.08, HUB120.09 REV C, HUB120.10, HUB120.11,
HUB120.12, HUB120.13, HUB120.14, HUB120.15, HUB120.16, HUB120.17,
HUB120.18, HUB120.19 14050-5K-100, Proposed flue sketch1, Design & Access
Statement Rev A, Heritage Statement and defined by this permission, and
notwithstanding the provisions of the Town & Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 1995 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order with or
without modification), there shall be no variation without the prior written consent of the
Planning Authority.
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
3) The proposed doors and louvres to the plant room shall be painted a dark colour and
thereafter be so maintained.
Reason
A dark colour will have more of a recessive appearance and will be more appropriate to
the listed building in which it is set.
B: planning permission be GRANTED subject to the Standard duration Limit and the
following conditions:
1) The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in accordance with
the hereby approved plans and drawings shown as 14050-M-100, 14050-M-101,
104050-M-102, 14050-M-103, 14050-M-104, 14050-M-105, 14050-M-106, 14050-M107, HUB120.01, HUB120.02 REV A, HUB120.03, HUB120.04, HUB120.05 Rev A,
HUB120.06, HUB120.07, HUB120.08, HUB120.09 REV C, HUB120.10, HUB120.11,
HUB120.12, HUB120.13, HUB120.14, HUB120.15, HUB120.16, HUB120.17,
HUB120.18, HUB120.19 14050-5K-100, Proposed flue sketch1, Design & Access
Statement Rev A, Heritage Statement and defined by this permission, and
notwithstanding the provisions of the Town & Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 1995 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order with or
without modification), there shall be no variation without the prior written consent of the
Planning Authority.
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
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2) Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved samples of the
external materials of construction for the chimneys hereby approved shall be submitted
to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The chimneys shall be
constructed using the approved materials and there shall be no variation without the
prior consent of the LPA. For the avoidance of doubt the brickwork shall match as
closely as possible that of the adjoining area of walling in terms of colour, size and
bond.
Reason
In the interests of the appearance of the development and the character of the listed
building and Conservation Area in which it is set.
3) Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, there shall be no
delivery of wood pellets (or any other approved fuel), filling of storage silos or removal of
ash from the boilers from the site except between the following hours:
0800 and 1800 hours Monday to Friday
0800 and 1300 hours on Saturdays
There shall be no such activities on Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays.
Reason
In order to protect the amenities of adjacent residents.
4) Noise from the boiler plant and associated equipment must not exceed Noise Rating
Curve NR 30 in daytime hours (0700 - 2300) and NR 25 in night time hours (2300 0700) in any noise sensitive property.
Reason
In order to safeguard the amenity of adjacent property from noise disturbance.
5) Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved details of the
measures to minimise noise nuisance to adjacent residents from the plant and boiler
rooms, including sound proofing, shall be submitted to and be approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme shall be mindful of the listed status of
the buildings, including the interior, and shall be implemented in full prior to the
beneficial use of the boiler and thereafter permanently maintained.
Reason
In order to ensure that any potential noise nuisance is suitably mitigated thereby ensuring
compliance with Saved policy D59.
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6) Before any development begins, an air quality assessment using dispersion modelling
shall be carried out and submitted to the local authority to demonstrate that the stack
height(s) of the biomass boilers is sufficient to prevent emissions having a significant
negative impact on the air quality objectives for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate
matter (PM10). This assessment will also include cumulative effects from both
proposed 199kW biomass units on site and a proposed Biomass Plant 650 meters to
the South East [320213E, 467629N] under Planning Application B28/2014/9009.
Where emissions are shown to result in an increase a full discussion of any potential
breaches of air quality criteria shall be provided and an outline of how emissions will be
mitigated.
Reason
In order to protect the residential amenities of the area.
7) All ground surfaces to be excavated for the provision of underground pipes shall be reinstated and made good in matching materials prior to the commencement of use of the
boiler.
Reason
In the interests of the appearance of the development, the setting of the listed building and
the character of the conservation area in which it is set.
Informative
Planning permission has been granted for refurbishment of the public realm, hard and soft
landscaping, new street furniture and traffic management measures at the “Maritime
Streets”. (2014/0429). You are advised to ensure that work is co-ordinated to prevent
damage to any new sections of hard surfacing.
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Barnsley Biomass

Working towards carbon emissions reduction in Yorkshire

Fifteen years after the last coal mine in Barnsley was
decommissioned, the remains of the coal economy in this South
Yorkshire town are being replaced by a cleaner, green
alternative: biomass. Barnsley’s Communal Biomass Heating
System is the UK’s largest working example of a process using
wood arising from local woodland management to heat
community housing. The Sheffield Road Flats project received
the 2006 UK 1st Prize in the Ashden Award for Sustainable
Energy. The project contributed towards Barnsley Metropolitan
Borough Council achieving a 40% reduction in carbon emissions
in 2005, with similar energy cost savings passed on to residents.

objectives

x
x
x
x
x

To increase energy efficiency.
To develop biomass usage in new and refurbished public and commercial
buildings.
To establish the first communal biomass heating system in the region.
To reduce carbon emissions in the region.
To improve the residential environment.

actions

x The installation of one 320kW and one 150kW Froling woodchip boiler to
replace four coal-fired boilers producing 2,350kW heat.
x This in turn provides space and water heating requirements for 166 flats in
three buildings on Sheffield Road.
x Installation of a gas boiler back-up plant for use in an emergency.
x The development of an Energy Management System for remote monitoring of
performance/maintenance needs.
x Installing Smart Card metering of individual tenant energy consumption.
x Use of cavity wall and warm roof insulation to increase efficiency.
x Creation of a 700 tonne store for drying tree waste, avoiding landfill disposal.
x Establishment of a dedicated woodchip supply business (Silvapower Ltd).

achievements

For local residents:
x A saving of 40% on heating costs and 1,300 tonnes of CO2 emissions.
x Clean air, no soot and virtually no noise.
For the region:
x A regional exemplar for biomass to inspire local authorities to replace the
30,000 tonnes of coal still being used to heat schools and public buildings.
x Potential to provide an estimated 15 jobs for every megawatt of biomass
generated, boosting the regional economy.
x Diversification opportunities and extra income for farmers.
x Opportunity to bring neglected woodland into active management enhancing
woodland biodiversity.
x The chance to utilise wood waste, which would otherwise be sent to landfill.
x A demonstration of renewable technologies in action to promote to the public.
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background

x

x
x

x

x

quotes

Sheffield Road is the first communal biomass heating project in Barnsley. Barnsley
burns 6,500 tonnes of coal a year and generates 15,000 tonnes of CO2. By installing
wood heating in all new public buildings and refurbishments (including the new town
hall and nine new secondary schools as part of the "Building Schools for the Future"
programme), Barnsley hopes to reduce its carbon emissions by 60% by 2010.
Sheffield City Council has also received funding this year to convert six tower blocks
comprising 296 flats to biomass, and is considering another 180 community heating
schemes that need replacement boilers.
Over the past two years Barnsley and Sheffield have helped spawn a
3,000-tonne market for biomass fuel in what was once the heartland of the
coal mining industry. This biomass market, which is expected to double by the
end of 2007, has also led to the creation of a local woodchip supply company.
The project meets the needs of local and regional organisations to reduce carbon
emissions and make use of sustainable fuel sources. Yorkshire Forward shared
these aims with four local authorities. They were also seeking to develop
sustainable, affordable sources of fuel, stimulate the local forest industry and create
employment opportunities. This programme has reduced the amount of wood waste
going to landfill, developed a market for woodchip, and provided diversification
opportunities for landowners in the region.
The next phase of the programme aims to roll out further installations, to develop a
more efficient network of fuel supply and to promote the benefits of biomass to a
wider audience.

“The coal, it used to spew fumes out. The balcony used to be three inches thick. And
now I’m saving pounds! I can go on holiday.” Tenant in Sheffield Road flats.
“All the evidence points towards biomass as the fuel for the future – if woodfuel can
power large scale buildings and housing developments for less money and cut carbon
emissions, it’s got to be top of the list, especially when considering new build projects
such as Barnsley’s new Civic HQ.” Dick Bradford, Principal Designer/Energy
Engineer, Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council.

partners

Yorkshire Forward
Barnsley, Rotherham and Doncaster
Metropolitan Borough Councils
Sheffield City Council
South Yorkshire Forest Partnership
Econergy Ltd
(Boiler instillation contract)
Silvapower (wood-chip supply contract)

funding

lessons
learnt

The key challenge was to persuade partners to take the project seriously at the outset
and for local authorities to consider biomass as a viable energy option. Once the potential
had been illustrated all the partners were very involved. The only difficulty limiting the
project was access to funding, a factor which was resolved once Yorkshire Forward
agreed to support the programme. Central co-ordination of the cluster activity was
fundamental to ensuring that all elements of the project could be delivered successfully.

Total £1.7m
South Yorkshire Forest
Partnership
Yorkshire Forward
The Energy Saving Trust (EST)
Development & Capital Grants
DTI Bio-Energy Grant Scheme

Contact: Susanna Page Tel: 01420 23666 susanna.page@forestry.gsi.gov.uk

www.forestry.gov.uk/england
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6WRUDJH PHWKRGV IRU WKH FKLS ZHUH DVVHVVHG OHDGLQJ WR WKH H[LVWLQJ ERLOHU
KRXVH DQG DGMRLQLQJ EXLOGLQJ EHLQJ FRQYHUWHG WR DFFRPPRGDWH QRW RQO\ WKH
ERLOHUEXWDOVRDIXHOEXQNHU
6DIHSXEOLFDFFHVVDQGYLHZLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVZHUHDOVRFUHDWHG
%XLOGLQJORFDOVXSSO\UHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKORFDOVDZPLOOVORFDOIRUHVWU\DQGWUHH
VHUYLFH FRPSDQLHV DV ZHOO DV ODUJHU IRUHVWU\ DQG IRUHVWU\ FRSURGXFW
FRPSDQLHV7KHVHVXSSOLHUVFDQSURYLGH/DQJGDOH(VWDWHZLWKERWKFKLSDQG
ZRRGIRUSURFHVVLQJ
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7KH/DQJGDOH%LRPDVVSURMHFWLVDQWLFLSDWHGWREULQJDQQXDOIXHOFRVWVDYLQJV
DWFXUUHQWSULFHOHYHOVRIEHWZHHQ DQG 
7KH/DQJGDOHPDQDJHPHQWWHDPKDYHWDNHQDFRQVFLRXVGHFLVLRQWR HQDEOH
VDIHDFFHVVIRUWKHSXUSRVHVRIGHPRQVWUDWLQJWKHYDULRXVSURFHVVHVRIWDNLQJ
UDZ WLPEHU DQG FRQYHUWLQJ LW LQWR KHDW IRU WKH KRWHO 7KHUH LV D VDIH YLHZLQJ
DUHDLQWKHZRRGSURFHVVLQJVWRUDJHDUHDVDW%LUFK+LOO:RRGYLHZLQJSDQHOV
LQWKHRQVLWHIXHOEXQNHUDQGVDIHDFFHVVWRWKHPDLQERLOHUIRUJXLGHGYLVLWV
IURPDQ\LQWHUHVWHGSDUWLHV
/DQJGDOH¶V ORQJ WHUP JRDO LV WR UHO\ XSRQ ZRRGIXHO SURFHVVHG RQ VLWH :LWK
WKLV LQ PLQG WKUHH PHPEHUV RI WKHLU WHDP KDYH EHHQ WKURXJK /$175$¶V
µ,JQLWH¶ ZRRGIXHOWUDLQLQJFRXUVH7KH\DOVR KDYH D QXPEHURIORFDOIRUHVWU\
FRQWUDFWRUV DQG ELRPDVV V\VWHP RSHUDWRUV ZLWK WKH QHFHVVDU\ HTXLSPHQW
+HL]RKDFNFKLSSHUV WRSURFHVVZRRGWRWKHUHTXLUHGVWDQGDUGV
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PLANNING COMMITTEE
3rd February 2015
PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2014/0561

Mr J Blenkarn

Mr J Blenkarn

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Dalton North Askam and
Ireleth Parish Council

Barry Jesson
01229 876323

15/08/2014
STATUTORY DATE:
22/10/2014

LOCATION:
Greenscoe (Field opposite Park Knott Small holdings), Askam-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Erection of a livestock shelter on hardcore base.
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:
POLICY D1
The Borough’s countryside will be safeguarded for its own sake and non-renewable and
natural resources afforded protection. Development will be permitted in the countryside
only where there is a demonstrable need that cannot be met elsewhere. Where necessary
development is permitted any adverse effect on the rural character of the surroundings
should be minimised subject to the development’s operational requirements.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
The amended scheme reduces any potential for visual harm and a commissioned report
concludes there is a need for a shelter of this size to support the farming operation.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Loss of view.
REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised on site and the following neighbours have been notified:
The Occupiers, Greenscoe Park, West Barn, Combe View, Greenscoe Lodge, Barnfield
House, Jarl, Greenscoe Farm, Greenscoe, Askam-in-Furness
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The Occupier, Greenscoe Lodge, Askam-in-Furness
“notification of planning applicationThis is to inform you that we do not agree with this planning i.e. erection of a livestock
shelter. We are very concerned with this issue and we would like the planning dept. to
reject it. This is going to damage the environment, view and would be detrimental to the
health and safety of neighbourhood.
We would like you to take it seriously.”
The Occupier, Jarl, Greenscoe, Askam-in-Furness
“With regard to the above planning application, whilst we have no objections in principle to
a small livestock shelter we do feel that the size of the proposed building seems very large
– assuming that the owner will only be housing the small amount of sheep that are
currently occupying this field. Of particular concern is the height – at approx. 10 ft (3.00
m).
There are also some concerns with this field as the mains gas,water and electricity (and
possibly telephone) connections for Greenscoe are through this field.
We also believe that there is a restriction attached to this particular field in that no
structures are to be built on it.
Because of the overall height at approx. 10 ft (3.00 m) we therefore object.”
CONSULTATIONS:
Cumbria Highways
“I can confirm that the Highway Authority has no objections to the proposed development
as it is considered that the proposal does not affect the highway.”
Askam & Ireleth Parish Council
“Concerns were raised from members of the public who live at Greenscoe who were
present at the meeting of the parish council on 16 September 2014 regarding proximity
and size of this building and it's potentially use. There is no mention of what type of
livestock is to be kept in this building. The land is quite a small plot for the size of the
building. Currently the land supports no more than 6 sheep. The welfare of the residents of
Greenscoe should be taken into consideration when consulting on this application.”
Cumbria County Council – PROW
“There should be no interference with public footpath No. 602049 for the duration of
construction and thereafter.”
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OFFICERS REPORT:
1. SITE AND LOCALITY
This application relates to a linear strip of agricultural land located to the eastern
side of the A595 when approaching Askam. The site is generally bordered by a
hedgerow. Further to the east lies the settlement of Greenscoe, whilst to the south
is a smaller field recently the subject of a planning refusal (to create a domestic
garden area). The field lies outside of a nearby ‘local landscape’ and wildlife
corridor designation. A public right of way (602049) crosses the site.
2. PROPOSAL DETAILS
Erection of a livestock shelter on hardcore base.
3. RELEVANT HISTORY
No specific planning history within the field.
2014/0645 - Change of use from paddock to use as a domestic garden and
recreation area – refused.
4. RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDANCE
There are no saved polices which relate specifically to agricultural buildings. The
same applies to the NPPF which makes no specific reference. NPPF core planning
principle 17 is relevant however:
“recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of countryside”.
Saved policy D1 is also of some relevance albeit with limited weight, though
preventing the adverse impact of development upon the countryside remains a valid
objective.
5. PLANNING ISSUES
A number of objections have been received, listing issues such as;
 damaging to the environment
 health and safety
 the size of the proposed shelter with particular mention made of the height
 the need for the development and the visual impact.
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Early on in the process, it was negotiated with the applicant that the height of the
shelter could be reduced from 3m to 2.5m, to reduce its overall prominence. The
combination of this and the presence of the boundary hedge combine to reduce the
visual impact, as more of the shelter will be screened from view.
Saved policy D1 seeks to protect the countryside from inappropriate development.
However, farm buildings are needed in the countryside to facilitate farming
operations – careful design, placement and justification are all important factors. In
this case, due to the factors above, the siting of the shelter in its amended form
raises no significant issues. This can be reinforced further by requiring an
extension of the hedge line by approximately 25m along the boundary fronting the
road.
The shelter is also proposed to have an ‘Onduline’ black roofing material which has
a ridged profile. It is standard practice to require a dark colour to minimise any
impact on the surrounding landscape. Typically a dark green is used, though the
material proposed has grown in popularity. As it maintains a dark colour, also
benefits from screening (and the reduced height) and is not too dissimilar to dark
green, the material is considered acceptable.
Within the wider landscape, the group of buildings with the settlement of
Greenscoe are more prominent, featuring typically grey roofing materials. This
should blend into the surrounding to a higher degree. A tantalised timber is to be
used externally – this is common in livestock buildings as a high level of ventilation
is required for the animal’s welfare.
Whilst the shelter has been amended to better reflect the site and surroundings,
little information was initially provided to demonstrate the need for the shelter.
Accordingly, the council sought advice from a suitably qualified chartered surveyor
with experience in establishing agricultural need. The report, along with the
subsequent information received from the applicant, states that 6 breeding ewes
are present on the land, which is under 1ha in size, with the land in grass for
grazing.
It continues, “As a keeper of farm livestock, the applicant is bound by rules and
good practice in relation to the welfare of those livestock. These rules and good
practice are based on the Farm Animal Welfare Council’s “five freedoms” for farm
animals. These are freedoms from hunger and thirst, discomfort, pain, injury or
disease, fear and distress and to express normal behaviour. In order to comply with
these rules and to minimise losses, it is common practice to bring ewes in to
buildings at lambing time, particularly at times of bad weather. Housing such
livestock gives rise to the need to store straw for bedding and hay and other feed
stuffs in a suitable building against bad weather. Therefore in order to comply with
the applicant’s requirement to ensure the welfare of his livestock, the availability of
suitable housing for the livestock enterprise is necessary. I therefore conclude there
is an agricultural need for the proposed livestock shelter.”
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In terms of the shelter size (which has since been reduced in height only) the report
states, “Lambing ewes usually require around 2.2 square metres of space each so
that gives a requirement for the current 6 ewes of 13 square metres. 6 ewes per
hectare is not a high stocking rate so sheep numbers may be increased. Storage of
hay and straw will require around 7 square metres. There will also be a need for an
additional area for handling and treating the animals, for some lambing pens to
house the young born lambs with their mothers until they are strong enough to be
turned out on to the pasture and for a storage area for any purchased feed
concentrates. I therefore conclude that the proposed size of the shelter is
reasonable. The conclusion of the report is therefore that there is a justifiable need
for a shelter of this size.
Finally, there is a public right of way running through the site, though whilst close,
the shelter is located to the east of the path marked on the GIS web mapping
system.
6. CONCLUSION
The commissioned report demonstrates there is a need for the shelter, to protect the
sheep and lambs during bad weather, and that its size is justified both for the current
operation and should more sheep be accommodated in the field given the currently low
stocking level. A revised design reduces the height by 0.5m, which, in combination
with the existing screening and a dark roof colour, should reduce any visual intrusion to
an acceptable level. This is further enhanced by a requirement by condition to extend
the hedge further along to the access gate.

RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that;
Planning Permission is GRANTED subject to the standard duration limit and the following
conditions.
2) The development must be carried out in accordance with the plans (drawing ref
‘Project: Field shelter, revision 1, amendment dated 05/01/15) hereby approved as
submitted with the application form dated 14.08.2014.
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
3) The development and site shall be screened by a hedgerow on the eastern side of the
development, extending from the existing hedge to the access gate, details of which shall
be submitted to and approved by the Planning Authority. The hedgerow shall be planted
by the developer within the first planting season following beneficial occupation of any part
of the livestock shelter, and shall be permanently retained thereafter.
Reason
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area due to its countryside location.
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4) Where the use of the building for the purposes of agriculture within the unit
permanently ceases within 10 years of the date the building is substantially completed and
planning permission has not been granted for an alternative use then the building shall be
removed from the site and the land reinstated to its former condition within 6 months of the
date the agricultural use permanently ceases.
Reason
To ensure the building is removed if it is no longer required for the purposes of agriculture
on the holding.
5). The developer shall notify the local planning authority in writing and within 7 days, of
the date on which the development is substantially completed.
Reason
To ensure compliance with condition 4.
6) Notwithstanding the plans hereby approved, the shelter must be constructed on a hard
core base as opposed to the concrete base annotated on the plan.
Reason
To ensure the building is suitable for its intended purpose as a hard core base will assist
with drainage of the animal bedding.
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

DATE RECEIVED:

2014/0801

Mr David Dixon

13/11/2014

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

8 WEEK DATE:

Roosecote

Jennifer Dickinson

07/01/2015

LOCATION:
24 South Row, Barrow-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
Rear two storey extension forming dining room and first floor bedroom over including
the introduction of new window opening on the side elevation of the existing property
at first floor level
SAVED LOCAL PLAN
POLICIES:
POLICY B14
Extensions to the rear of dwellings will not be permitted where they adversely affect the
amenities of neighbouring properties by virtue of loss of sunlight or privacy or by the
creation of an overbearing impact or excessive level of enclosure.
POLICY B15
Where privacy is to be protected through distance, a minimum of 21 metres will be
required between the facing windows of habitable rooms of different homes. Exceptions to
this policy may be made for the facing windows of ground floor habitable rooms, where
adequate screening exists and also in cases where normal standards of separation cannot
be achieved and existing standards will not be eroded by accepting distances of less than
21 metres.
The use of obscure glazing in habitable room windows will not be an acceptable measure
to overcome the provisions of this policy if this is deemed to provide a sub-standard level
of accommodation.
POLICY D21
In determining all applications submitted to it the local planning authority will have regard
to the General Design Code set out in paragraph 5.4.27 of this plan.
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In towns and villages, proposals shall relate to the context provided by buildings, street
and plot patterns, building frontages, topography, established public views, landmark
buildings and other townscape elements. Proposals that do not respect the local context
and street pattern or the scale, height, proportions and materials of surrounding buildings
and development which constitutes over development of the site by virtue of scale, height
or bulk will not be permitted, unless there is specific justification, such as interests of
sustainability, energy efficiency or crime prevention.
Development proposals in the countryside shall respect the diversity and distinctiveness of
local landscape character. New farm buildings will, in general, be required to be sited
within or adjacent to an existing farm building complex or in other well screened locations
and to be subject to a complementary design and use of materials, with, where necessary,
a ‘planting’ scheme.
The NPPF is in favour of sustainable development and encourages good design.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
The impact of the development on the neighbouring properties.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised on site
The Occupiers of 22 and 26 South Row, Barrow all informed.
The Occupier, 26 South Row, Barrow-in-Furness
“I would like to make an objection to the two storey building extension at 24 South Row the
building of two storeys would block the light out of my kitchen and feel I would have to use
the electric light all the time the window faces where the extension is planned only a few
feet away. Also I would like to make clear my kitchen is not an extension as stated on the
plans my house is how it was originally built the plans also say there is an existing window
on No 24s to the side of the front door, the window was only started on the 31.10.14 it also
has clear glass in and looks down into my house taking privacy away so this is not an
existing window. I can understand a single storey extension which would block the light,
but not to the extent of a double storey. I have lived in my house for 26 years and there
has never been a toilet on the boundary as far as I am aware when I moved here it was an
old garage which was knocked down a long while ago. Also on the plans it looks like I
have two big duel aspect windows which I have not”.
CONSULTATIONS:
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OFFICERS REPORT:
1. SITE AND LOCALITY
The site is a semi detached property on the southern side of South Row. It is positioned
closely to the non-adjoining neighbour which is typical of this row of properties and
throughout the area for this type of property.
2. PROPOSAL DETAILS
The proposal is for the erection of a rear two storey extension forming dining room on the
ground floor and master bedroom and en-suite on the first floor. It also includes the
insertion of a new window opening at first floor level to serve a bedroom.
The dimensions of the extension are 3.8m x 3.8m in plan form set in from the boundary
with the adjoining neighbour by 160mm. The roof is a hip design measuring at the highest
point 6.7m. The new side window is to be part obscure glazed with a top opening means
of escape window.
3. RELEVANT HISTORY
There is no planning history for this site.
4. RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDANCE
Policy B14, B15 and D21 of the Barrow Borough Local Plan Review 1996-2006
Para 14 and 17 of the NPPF
5. PLANNING ISSUES
An objection has been received from the non adjoining neighbour at 26 South Row. They
have a rear outrigger which contains their kitchen with the main window of this room faces
towards the application site. Another smaller window overlooks the rear garden.
The current distance between this window and the side of the existing property is
approximately 3.4m. The initial plans submitted showed the rear extension to be stepped
out towards the non adjoining neighbour and the distance was shown to be reduced to
2.7m for the full side elevation of the extension. Due to the impact of this design on the
neighbour it was considered to be overbearing and since negotiations with the agent
amended plans have been received. These now show the extension to be stepped in from
the existing side elevation of the property away from the non adjoining neighbour and the
distance has now increased to 3.9m.
The neighbours have been consulted on these changes and the deadline for a response is
prior to your meeting date. Therefore any further comments will be reported in the extra
information before your meeting.
Under permitted development the property could erect a single storey side and rear
extension up to the boundary to a height of 3m.
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Upon checking the sunlight indicators the extension will not impact on either neighbour’s
sunlight.
There are other similar properties nearby which have all extended but only at a single
storey level. There are no examples of two storey extensions in this area on this property
type. However, elsewhere in the Borough there are examples of two storey extensions
built up to the boundary on properties which have a similar arrangement to the application
site.
Also included in the proposal, due to the internal layout of the extension, is the creation of
a new window opening at first floor level on the side elevation. This has already been put
in place without permission and this element is retrospective. Upon visiting the site there
was a clear view from this window into the neighbouring kitchen due to the close proximity
of the dwellings. During negotiations with the agent the plans have been amended to
show this window now being top opening and part obscure glazed. The policy B15 states
that the use of obscure glazing in habitable room windows will not be an acceptable
measure to overcome the provisions of the policy if this is deemed to provide a substandard level of accommodation. Since the introduction of this policy, the permitted
development rules have changed and it is possible to create a window opening under
class B of the Permitted Development Order. However, it is to be obscure glazed and non
opening unless the parts of the window which can be opened are more than 1.7m above
the floor of the room. Therefore this element of the application is considered to be
acceptable. The existing orientation means that there is a reduced level of privacy for the
neighbour at the moment. I do not feel that this is made materially worse by the upper
floor window. In addition, the window serves a bedroom rather than a room where people
tend to spend a lot of time.
Whilst there is some impact on visual and residential amenity, when taking into
consideration what development could take place without the need for permission it is not
a significant level to warrant refusal of the application.
6. CONCLUSION
The impact of the extension due to its modified design is much improved. There is the
potential for an extension under permitted development which could be erected closer to
the neighbouring property and have a greater impact than this submission. The
application is therefore considered to accord with both local and national policies.
RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that planning permission is GRANTED subject to the Standard Duration Limit
and the following conditions:
2 The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in accordance with
the hereby approved plans and drawings shown as WAW 1794 2A, 3B, 4B, 5B, 6B, 7B,
8B, 9A, 1794B and defined by this permission, and notwithstanding the provisions of the
Town & Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any Order
revoking or re-enacting that Order with or without modification), there shall be no variation
without the prior written consent of the Planning Authority.
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Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings approved
by the Planning Authority.
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (Amendment) (No. 2) (England) Order 2008 (or any Order revoking or reenacting that Order with or without modifications) no opening of any kind shall be made in
the eastern or western elevations of the permitted extension other than those shown on
the drawings specified under Condition No. 2 without the prior written consent of the
Planning Authority.
Reason
In order to protect the residential amenities of the area.
4. The materials to be used in the construction of the external surfaces, including walls,
roofs, doors, and windows, of the extension hereby permitted shall be of the same type,
colour, and texture as those used in the existing building.
Reason
To ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development and to minimise its impact upon
the surrounding area.
5. Within 2 months of the date of this consent the lower section of the 1st floor window in
the side elevation of the existing dwelling must be permanently fitted with manufacturers
obscure glazing of an obscurity rating of no less than level 4 from the Pilkington glass
range (or an equivalent range and rating subject to prior agreement with the Planning
Authority) and thereafter retained unless the Planning Authority gives prior written consent
to any variation.
Reason
In order to protect the residential amenities of the area.
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PLAN NUMBER:

APPLICANT:

AGENT:

2014/0812
2014/0813

Miss Sophie Watson, Parking Miss Sophie Watson
Eye Ltd
Parking Eye Ltd

WARD/PARISH:

CASE OFFICER:

DATE RECEIVED:

Hindpool

Barry Jesson
01229 876323

18/11/2014
STATUTORY DATE:
25/01/2015

LOCATION:
The Range, Duke Street, Barrow-in-Furness
PROPOSAL:
2014/812; Advertisement Consent to display 25 non illuminated signs within the
existing retail carpark (Retrospective)
2014/813; Retention of automatic number plate recognition cameras to monitor the
access and egress of vehicles to provide a car parking management system
(Retrospective)
SAVED POLICIES OF THE
LOCAL PLAN:
POLICY D21
In determining all applications submitted to it the local planning authority will have
regard to the General Design Code set out in paragraph 5.4.27 of this plan.
In towns and villages, proposals shall relate to the context provided by buildings, street
and plot patterns, building frontages, topography, established public views, landmark
buildings and other townscape elements. Proposals that do not respect the local
context and street pattern or the scale, height, proportions and materials of surrounding
buildings and development which constitutes over development of the site by virtue of
scale, height or bulk will not be permitted, unless there is specific justification, such as
interests of sustainability, energy efficiency or crime prevention.
Development proposals in the countryside shall respect the diversity and distinctiveness
of local landscape character. New farm buildings will, in general, be required to be
sited within or adjacent to an existing farm building complex or in other well screened
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locations and to be subject to a complementary design and use of materials, with,
where necessary, a ‘planting’ scheme.
POLICY D42
Applications for advertisement consent which would constitute or result in an excessive
scale of advertising on any premises beyond that required to reasonably advertise the
business premises will not be permitted.
SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES:
The signage and cameras raise no visual amenity or public safety concerns associated
with a determination under the town planning legislation.
NON MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Signage conformity with BPA code of practice.
REPRESENTATIONS:
Development advertised on site and in the local press.
Via email, no address provided
“I see that the applications for the above, and for the retention of the ANPR cameras,
are now listed on your site.
The signage is intended to apply 24 hours per day, especially as they include provisions
relating to a prohibition on parking when the shop is closed. That is to say at night.
It seems fairly pointless to have non-illuminated signage at nigh time such that the
signage, unavailable for viewing, would clearly be unfair. The signs are at such a height
that car headlights will not catch them. It may also be regarded as a deliberate
deception to motorists.
ParkingEye are members of the British Parking Association Limited and as such are
obliged to comply with its Code of Practice. The BPA Code of Practice states, in
paragraph 28.2 "The size of the sign must take into account the expected speed of
vehicles approaching the car park, and follow Department for Transport guidance.
Industry-accepted sign designs and guidance on how to use the signs are in Appendix
B."
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In Appendix B of that Code it states, under Contrast and Illumination heading, "Signs
should be readable and understandable at all times, including during the hours of
darkness."
Further
“If the sign itself is not directly or indirectly lit, we suggest that it should be made of a
retro-reflective material similar to that used on public roads and described in the Traffic
Signs Manual."
It appears that the signage does not meet these requirements. Perhaps the Council
should satisfy itself that the signage would meet the requirements of the BPA before it
moves to the issue of any approval.
Should the Council approve the current signage then, in the event of any dispute over
that signage, I dare say that ParkingEye will defend its position by showing the
Council's support through its planning approval. The Council may then have to deal with
complaints over this matter in the future. Does the Council wish to be involved in such
matters should it get it wrong at this stage?
Consideration needs to be given to the needs of the disabled. I am thinking here of
those with good enough sight for driving but who could have a problem ascertaining the
details on these non-illuminated signs in the dark.”
CONSULTATIONS:
Cumbria Highways
“I can confirm that the Highway Authority has no objection to the proposed development
as it is considered that the proposal does not affect the highway.”
OFFICERS REPORT:
1. SITE AND LOCALITY
The Range is located on Abbey Road, to the rear of the bus terminus located off
Ramsden Square. Whilst adjacent to Hindpool Retail Park, located on Hindpool Road,
the site is separate with its own access and car park. It is within a defined edge of
centre retail area and is also within the Central Barrow Conservation Area. Similar
proposals have been approved for Hindpool Retail Park and the park opposite, Corner
House Park, though this site/car park is more enclosed than the adjacent retail parks.
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2. PROPOSAL DETAILS
For ease this report covers two applications (2014/0812 & 2014/0813) relating to the
same development but covered by separate legislation – retrospective planning
permission for the retention of automatic number plate recognition cameras and
retrospective advertisement consent for the retention of the signs (21, non illuminated).
3. RELEVANT HISTORY
1980/0905 - Change of use of laundry to retail store and new vehicular access onto
Duke Street. Approved.
2008/0676 - Refurbishment of existing garden centre, including new enclosed area and
new covered exterior area. Approved.
4. RELEVANT POLICIES AND GUIDANCE
Cameras:
NPPF:
Policy 56 – requiring good design
Saved local policy:
D21 – general design code
Signage:
D42 – amount of adverts
NPPF 67 – advert policy
5. PLANNING ISSUES
Cameras
The primary consideration relates to the visual appearance of the columns following the
addition of the attached cameras. As this retail park has two access points, two camera
arrays are required, both located at least 20m inside the park, beyond general views
along the street. Despite the application form stating a new pole was erected, they are
in fact attached to existing floodlighting columns. No additional infrastructure is
required, save a small external cabinet which in itself raises no issue. As such the
development is extremely minor in the context of the wider park where multiple
floodlighting columns exist, and this forms a small attachment to it. It therefore can be
considered to preserve the character of the conservation area.
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The objection received does not raise any planning issues – the car parks opening
hours/stated restrictions are a matter for the land owner and the parking operator.
Content and format of the signage, in terms of meeting other guidance, is outside of the
planning regime.
Signage
The signs form part of a wider car park management system to limit the amount of time
customers can use the car park, primarily to deter non-shoppers using the car park to
visit shops off-site or for town centre workers to park all day. The signs themselves are
not particularly large, measuring 450mm x 350mm & 800mm x 600mm. The majority
have been installed on existing poles (including floodlighting columns). The signs are
not illuminated and are located throughout the parking area to ensure appropriate
coverage for customers to make them aware of the limitations.
Through negotiation the number of signs has been reduced from 27 initially, to 25.
Whilst only a small reduction it has removed certain signs which were effectively
duplicate or redundant due to the positioning. Some of the remaining 25 signs are back
to back or share a pole, further ‘reducing’ the signs to 19 locations, 4 of which are wall
mounted. In contrast to the previous applications on adjacent retail parks where the
signs were positioned more centrally and thus visible from the main roads, the majority
of these signs are placed against another structure, wall or on existing poles. This
minimises any potential for a cluttered appearance. The position where the two signs
have been removed on the plan at the Abbey Road entrance did appear cluttered when
first submitted, but the removal of the redundant signs will remedy this. An informative
can be attached to any consent advising that the signs removed on the drawings must
be removed from site within a reasonable time.
Taking into account the enclosed urban nature of the site, the lack of illumination and
the relative small scale, the revised scheme can be regarded as being satisfactory
without resulting in an excessive level of advertising when considered against both
saved local policy and the NPPF. Only limited views exist when viewed from the public
highway, but where visible they are seen against a backdrop of commercial
development, featuring tall flood lighting columns, shop name signs (illuminated) and a
busy environment. They are sufficiently small enough to not be intrusive into the
streetscene. This meets the applicant’s enforceability needs and should prevent
potential problems for customers by retaining a sufficient number of signs to ensure
awareness of the restrictions. The provision of the signs can therefore be considered to
preserve the character of the conservation area.
The objection received again relates to matters outside of planning control. The Town
and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations 2007 (as
amended) states that advertisements are controlled with reference to their effect on
amenity and public safety only. If any conflict arises with the British Parking
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Association’s code of practice, then this is an issue for the management company and
complainant to resolve, irrespective of whether advertisement consent has been
granted or not.
6. CONCLUSION
This is a retrospective application for advertisement consent, and whilst the
unauthorised display of an advert is a criminal offence subject to prosecution in the
courts such action is discretionary and only relevant in cases where a proposal is
deemed unacceptable. Furthermore, Parking Eye (indeed parking restrictions on retail
parks in general) are currently subject to significant publicity in local and national media
but this should not distract Members from their decision making role in this instance,
which should be based purely upon planning related matters, i.e. highway safety and
visual amenity.
The camera development as carried out is very minor in nature and would have been
delegated but for the comment received. It can be regarded as in accordance with
saved local policy and the NPPF. In addition, the signage, as amended, is considered
acceptable as it does not result in any significant harm to visual amenity or, in
accordance with the attached conditions; result in any reduction in public safety.
RECOMMENDATION:
I recommend that;
a) 2014/813 advertisement consent is GRANTED subject to the following conditions:
1) The development must be carried out in accordance with the plans (drawing
numbers C-1029-002 rev B, C-1029-004 rev A) hereby approved as submitted
with the application form dated 18.11.2014.
Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings
approved by the Planning Authority.
2) All advertisements displayed and any land used for the display of
advertisements, shall be maintained in a clean and tidy condition to the
reasonable satisfaction of the Planning Authority.
Reason
Required to be imposed pursuant to Regulation 2 and Schedule 1 of the Town and
Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations, 2008.
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3) Any hoarding or similar structure or any sign, placard, board or device erected or
used principally for the purpose of displaying advertisements shall be maintained
in a safe condition to the reasonable satisfaction of the Planning Authority.
Reason
Required to be imposed pursuant to Regulation 2 and Schedule 1 of the Town and
Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations, 2008.
4) Where any advertisement is required under the Regulations to be removed, the
removal thereof shall be carried out to the reasonable satisfaction of the
Planning Authority.
Reason
Required to be imposed pursuant to Regulation 2 and Schedule 1 of the Town and
Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations, 2008.
5) No advertisement is to be displayed without the permission of the owner of the
site or any other person with an interest in the site entitled to grant permission.
Reason
Required to be imposed pursuant to Regulation 2 and Schedule 1 of the Town and
Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations, 2008.
6) No advertisement shall be sited or displayed so as to obscure, or hinder the
ready interpretation of, any road traffic sign, railway signal or aid to navigation by
water or air, or so as otherwise to render hazardous the use of any highway,
railway, waterway (including any coastal waters) or aerodrome (civil or military).
Reason
Required to be imposed pursuant to Regulation 2 and Schedule 1 of the Town and
Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) Regulations, 2008.
b) 2014/812; planning permission be GRANTED subject to the following conditions:
1) The development must be carried out in accordance with the plans (drawing
numbers C-1029-002 rev B, C-1029-003 rev A, C-1029-005 rev A) hereby
approved as submitted with the application form dated 18.11.2014.
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Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings
approved by the Planning Authority.
2) Within 56 days of the equipment no longer providing a service, the equipment
and all ancillary fittings and fixtures including any separate structures, shall be
removed from site and the land reinstated.
Reason
In the interests of the visual amenities of the area
Informative
The two signs adjacent to the Abbey Road entrance removed from the amended
plan C-1029-002 rev B do not benefit from this consent and should be removed
from site within 56 days of the date of this consent.
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App. No.
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2014/0805 27 Skelgate, Dalton-inFurness

Application to fell sycamore tree subject of
Tree Preservation Order 2014 No. 4

6

2014/0792 The Furness Railway,
Abbey Road, Barrow-inFurness

22

2014/0836 Ship Street, Sloop Street,
2014/0835 Brig Street and Barque
Street, Barrow-in-Furness

46

2014/0561 Greenscoe (Field Opposite
Park Knott Small Holdings),
Askam-in-Furness
2014/0801 24 South Row, Barrow-inFurness

Change of use from vacant former retail
space to allow extension of existing public
house on ground floor and creation of a 50
bedroom hotel with rooms on ground, first
and second floors including minor external
changes.
Installation of a biomass and back up gas
communal heating system to four tenement
blocks (Sloop St, Ship St, Brig St, Barque St)
including the erection of two full height brick
flues to Sloop Street elevation.
Listed Building Consent for the installation of
a bio-mass and back up gas communal
heating system to four tenement blocks
(Sloop Street, Ship Street, Brig Street,
Barque Street) including the erection of two
full height brick flues to Sloop Street
elevation.
Erection of a livestock shelter on hardcore
base.

54
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Address

2014/0812 The Range, Duke Street,
2014/0813 Barrow-in-Furness

Description

Rear two storey extension forming dining
room and first floor bedroom over including
the introduction of new window opening on
the side elevation of the existing property at
first floor level (amended plans received)
Advertisement Consent to display 25 non
illuminated signs within the existing retail
carpark (Retrospective)
Retention of automatic number plate
recognition cameras to monitor the access
and egress of vehicles to provide a car
parking management system (Retrospective)

